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We shall try to answer this question. Our answer will be
partial in three ways: i) because we shall focus our attention on
a particular category of applications, namely low-Earth-orbit
(LEO) applications; ii) because, although approaching the
problem in general, we shall do so with a particular regard to
European programmes, and iii) because we shall limit
ourselves to a reasonably short time-frame.
Concerning the first of the above points, before starting the
discussion on LEO applications it can be useful to review the
overall picture of foreseeable applications of electric
propulsion. To the purpose of the present analysis we shall
sort these applications into four main categories:
1) Interplanetary missions.
2) High Earth orbit applications, with particular respect to
geostationary-Earth-orbit (GEO) applications (auxiliary
propulsion for NSSK and other uses like station-acquisition,
post-operation disposal from GEO, etc.).
3) Orbit transfer from LEO to GEO.
4) Low Earth orbit applications of various types, which will
be discussed further on.
Among the previous categories the first three have been
extensively treated in the literature, while the fourth one has
been only sporadically covered, as if the associated propulsion
requirements were less demanding and therefore not adequate
to justify the use of electric propulsion systems. On the
contrary, as we shall show later in this paper, some near-Earth
missions pose a heavy burden on the propulsion system, a
burden that can be substantially alleviated by electric
propulsion. In addition, access to space will essentially be
focused on the immediate vicinity of the Earth throughout a
presumably long initial phase. Therefore it is from here that we
must start looking for opportunities for electric propulsion, if
we want this infant technology to move its first steps towards
routine applications in space and thus earn the confidence of
space utilizers.
Concerning the particular focus on European programmes,
this seems appropriate, apart from being obvious for the
authors, because in Europe the electric propulsion dilemma
appears particularly evident. On the one hand, European
authorities and industries are planning new challenging
missions and developing a new generation of spacecrafts; on
the other hand, the only propulsion option actually considered
is the use of chemical propulsion systems, whose performance

Abstract

The paper presents a discussion on the novel opportunities
of application of electric propulsion systems arising from the
anticipated expansion of low-Earth-orbit activities. First, the
inherent characteristics and performance capability of electric
propulsion systems are assessed. It is shown that the various
thruster concepts should not be regarded as alternative options
to be traded off, but rather as a set of answers to future
propulsion needs, complementary in nature and graduated in
time.
The paper then lists a variety of potential applications
related to near-Earth activities: orbit maintenance and drag
cancellation (representing the most important application in low
Earth orbit), orbit raising to polar orbit and back, and other
possible uses. After a general discussion of these possibilities,
a more specific example is discussed concerning a man-tendedfree-flyer type micro-gravity laboratory. This example
encompasses several propulsion aspects which are common to
a variety of near-Earth missions and can provide some insight
into the applications of different electric propulsion systems in
low Earth orbit,

Introduction
Currently, the exploration of the near-Earth space proceeds
cautiously (because of its enormous costs, risks and technical
difficulties) by relying essentially on the consolidation and full
exploitation of traditional rocket propulsion technology. On the
other hand, advanced propulsion systems, long announced,
long investigated, long claimed to be on the verge of practical
application, keep marking time. Now that current space
programmes extend beyond the year 2000, and little if any role
-- besides the North South Station Keeping of geostationary
satellites -- is assigned to electric propulsion, we are led once
more to ask ourselves: what's it good for?
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cannot guarantee, in many cases, the payloads sufficient to
make these near/medium term missions a financially attractive
venture. In this context, electric propulsion might offer
substantial mass savings, but one has to take into account the

Magneto-Plasma-Dynamic
(MPD) thrusters Efficiency levels shown in Fig. 1 range from the low values
featured by current experimental devices (less than 35-40%) to
the ultimate limits inferred from theoretical models 1. As a long

boundary conditions imposed by the European scenario. In

term goal, an intermediate efficiency level beyond 50% would

particular, the lack of European plans to develop space power
systems capable of power levels in the hundred-kilowatt to
megawatt range represents a severe limitation to the prospects

represent a remarkable achievement. At the present level,
typical values of specific power are in the range 30 to 40
kW/N.

of high power electric propulsion systems. Therefore, every
effort to identify and to highlight additional opportunities for
electric propulsion in the framework of the foreseeable growth
of LEO activities seems deserving.
We shall try to provide a contribution in this respect by first
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reviewing the status of electric propulsion systems, then by
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examining the case for their utilization in LEO in general, and
finally by discussing a specific example.
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To analyze the status and prospects of electric propulsion
thruster concepts in themselves. The all-important parameters
to this respect are:
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where ve is an equivalent exhaust velocity defined in terms of
the actual overall thrust and total mass flow rate, and
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Characteristics of electric propulsion systems
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From the last equation we can derive an expression for the
specific power, i.e. the input power required per unit thrust:
go
i
S=
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n e
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This equation shows thatthe specific power of an electric
sdown)
propulsion system, of crucial importance in determining what
r Pp
g n ol th o e ip
thrust level is compatible with the available electric power, is
s i
essentially the same thing as Isp /
in other words, it is
dominated by the specific impulse besides an efficiency factor
typical of the particular thruster concept.

Having defined the inherent characteristics of the candidate
electric propulsion concepts, we can now try to identify the
typical operating range of each system..The situation is
summarized in Fig. 2, where the thrust and power ranges
considered as relevant to the various propulsion systems are
represented as a function of the specific impulse. Of course, the
definition of absolute performance ranges is more questionable,
because in principle one could always attempt to scale up (or
o
r
.
any type of thruster. Some objective limitations,
d n an te
f thrter. S e o ctive limiati ,
however, do exist. Considering, for instance, that an MPD
h ever, do exis. C
ieri,
fr
stanc, t
an
thruster will hardly exhibit a genuine electromagnetic behaviour
below a current level of several kA at least, it is easily
concluded that a minimum thrust level of the order of 10 N will
apply to these devices. Arc-devices operating at lower current

The pattern of relevant fields in terms of sp and ri7
the principal electric propulsion concepts is illustrated in Fig. .

levels can provide lower thrust levels but the accelerating
mechanism in this case becomes predominantly electrothermal

The following aspects should be noted in particular:

and the specific impulse is accordingly lower. As an attempt to
bridge the gap between arcjets and MPD thrusters, various
types of low-power MPD /arcjets (or hybrid thrusters, as they
are sometimes called) have been proposed in recent years, but
their ability to provide efficient performance seems
questionable. Finally, the performance range shown in Fig. 2
for ion-thrusters corresponds approximately to the typical
thrust and power levels of existing devices; and in fact a
substantial scaling up of these thrusters appears difficult due to
their inherent complexity.

representing the ratio of useful power associated with thrust
generation to the overall thruster input power Pi,

Arcjets - Their efficiency is high at low exhaust velocities
but tends to drop very quickly with increasing Isp due to
frozen flow losses; typical specific-power levels are about 10
kW/N.
Ion thrusters - Their efficiency is very high for Is
beyond 3000 s; associate levels of specific power are about
25-30 kW/N.
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1) Availability of power in orbit (of course, if the power
source is not to be included in the propulsion system mass
because it is already available for other reasons, the advantage
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system in orbit.
The availability of power in LEO is likely to grow faster
than we can possibly imagine today. Of course this power will
be dedicated to specific uses, but the question is one of scale. If
scale is large, then the possibilities offered by contingency
margins, increased storage capability and power sharing
techniques will also become large. At the same time,
ansportation of materials to orbit and refuelling will remain an
expensive process. This will encourage the use of high specific
impulse systems, and/or systems capable to utilize as
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Performance ranges of electric propulsion systems

propellants the byproducts of other subsystems -- for instance,
the environmental control and life support system (ECLSS) -which will also quite probably become abundant These general
considerations prompt the idea that good opportunities for
electric propulsion will be sooner created where space
colonization is bound to start, namely in low Earth orbit. And
in fact, while electric propulsion systems mounted on orbit

Of course, many other aspects should be considered in
assessing the applicability of a propulsion system to a specific
mission: state of development, life-time capability, life-cycle
cost, etc. We shall not enter into this kind of considerations
because the scope of this paper is more general. But one aspect
we want to emphasize: namely, the complementary character of
the various concepts mentioned above. As a matter of fact,
there seems to be little question of trading off the various
electric propulsion systems as was attempted in a number of
system studies. In terms of trust and power levels, specific
impulse and efficiency, as Figs. 1 and 2 show clearly, and also
in terms of maturity, complexity, etc., as might be shown by a
more thorough analysis, the competing systems show little if
any overlapping, each of them rather representing a unique
combination of characteristics, covering a specific range of
operational performance. We should rather regard the various
concepts as elements of a diversified answer to the increasingly
complex propulsion requirements of future space activities,
Thus, owing to their potential for high Isp and high efficiency

transfer vehicles, geostationary platforms and interplanetary
spacecrafts shall have to rely on specifically designed,
dedicated power systems, propulsion systems installed on large
space infrastructures in LEO will only have, so to say, to be
plugged in.
Of course this scenario projects quite far into the future. Of
such a future the present programmes -- the Space Station and
the associated platforms - represent but a very early inception.
Thus, while on the one hand we are naturally led to assess the
opportunities of application of electric propulsion systems with
respect to the requirements and needs of those projects, on the
other hand it would be shortsighted to consider those
opportunities as limited to the near-term possibilities offered by
23 4
the Space Station or Columbus. '

operation and to their fairly advanced state of development, ion
thrusters should be considered as the most obvious near-term

Let us now turn to specific applications. To the purpose of
the present analysis we shall subdivide potential applications of
electric propulsion in LEO into three categories:

solution for applications ranging from NSSK to orbit raising.
Approximately in the same time frame and for applications

1) Compensation of atmospheric drag.
2) orbit raising and lowering, for instance to and from polar

requiring similar or moderately larger thrust levels but with a

orbit.

different balance of pros and cons as compared to ion thrusters,
there is strong motivation for developing arcjet systems. In the
long run, once the availability of power in space has increased
sufficiently, multi-megawatt MPD thrusters may become
feasible, thus opening the way to applications implying
substantially higher thrust levels.

3) other applications like orbit changes and corrections,
spacecraft translations, docking cancellation, CMG
desaturation, disposal, etc.
We shall now briefly consider each of these categories.

We have so far analyzed the characteristics of the electric
propulsion systems. Let us now turn to mission aspects, and in
particular, to the specific mission category to be considered in
this paper.

drag can be considered as the key problem for LEO operations
and therefore as a central aspect in assessing the potential of a
propulsion concept with respect to LEO applications.
Compensation of atmospheric drag may assume the form of

Compensation of atmospheric drag - Atmospheric

drag cancellation, when the drag is exactly counterbalanced by
a thrusting action, or may consist of a periodical correction
meant to restore the nominal orbit parameters. While electric
propulsion systems can in principle perform in both ways due
to their ability to provide very low and finely throttleable thrust
levels, chemical rockets could hardly be used for drag
cancellation. We shall see in the next section an example
referring to this type of application.

Low Earth Orbit Missions: General considerations
In general, the opportunities of application of electric
propulsion systems will depend, among other factors, on the
following:
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Orbit raising and lowering - Electric propulsion

Table 1

systems might be used for- i) orbit raising to final orbit after
deployment by the launcher, ii) disposal of the spacecraft at the

end of the operational life; iii) orbit raising and lowering for
servicing of the platform. The propulsion functions listed
above need in general to be performed in short times, thus
favouring high-thrust-density propulsion systems. High power

levels are also required. Studies carried out to assess the

Characteristics of microgravity laboratories

Deployment
altitude
Deployment altitude
Servicing/retrieval altitude

km
300
300 -- 400
400 km
300 - 400 km

Operational altitude

350 - 550 km
< 10 - 10 6g

Micro-gravity acceleration

possibility to perform the orbit raising and lowering of the

Solar array power

Columbus polar platform by use of electric propulsion have
indeed shown that this option could result in substantial mass
savings compared to chemical systems. 5 Although the future
of a serviceable polar platform is, in Europe, still under
discussion, nevertheless this type of application holds
considerable interest in prospect and will probably be resumed
for some future platforms of the same type.

6 - 50 kW

If we take a MTFF type spacecraft with the characteristics
specified in Table 2 and we assume that the vehicle is flying
with its solar arrays in a sun pointing configuration, the peak
atmospheric drag and the resulting acceleration at different
altitudes during a period of strong solar actiity can be
d as son in i

Other applications like the ones mentioned in 3) would
generally imply thrust levels not compatible with the modest
power levels available on LEO platforms or even on the Space
Station. This does not mean that electric propulsion systems are
not suited in general for applications of this kind; but only that
a substantial increase of the installed power levels in LEO shall
have to occur before such possibilities can be taken into
consideration.

estimated as shown inFigure 3.

Table 2

After this short review of potential electric propulsion
applications in LEO we shall examine in more detail a problem
of drag compensation on micro gravity laboratories. In fact,
this mission includes several propulsion aspects typical of a
large spectrum of LEO missions and can therefore be used as a

Reference MTFF-type spacecraft

Deployment altitude

380 km

Servicing altitude
Solar array area

380 km

reference to evaluate the benefits offered by electric propulsion
systems and their relative merits.

200 m2

Mass

18,000 kg

Aerodynamic coefficient

2.2

Low-orbiting micro-gravity laboratories
4

400

The use of space based laboratories for micro-gravity

Drag

experiments and, eventually, for industrial production, has
received a substantial interest over the past years. Typical
examples of this type of spacecraft are the European EURECA
platform and the Columbus man tended free flyer (MTFF). The
main characteristics of these spacecrafts can be summarized as
shown in Table 1.
Both the EURECA and the MTFF will be serviced
approximately every six months. While the EURECA platform
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will be retrieved and returned to Earth by the American Shuttle,

350

the MTFF will be serviced in space by the International Space
Station and Hermes.
The micro-gravity requirements pose a difficult problem to
the mission planning and to the spacecraft design. At the
.
operational altitudes specified above, the residual atmosphere
impinging on the large solar array generates a strong
atmospheric drag which, besides a steady orbit decaying, might
result in acceleration levels above those specified by the microgravity requirements.
Moreover, the atmospheric density is not constant but
exhibits large fluctuations which are directly related to the solar
activity. This might force the spacecraft, like in the case of the
Space Station, to change its orbit altitude not to exceed the
prescribed acceleration levels,

0
450

Altitude,
Fig. 3

550

km

Peak drag and acceleration profiles for the
reference spacecraft
reference spacecraft

If we assume the micro-gravity requirement of 10- 6 g, and
we take into account the contribution from other acceleration
sources, we can say that the drag-induced acceleration should
not be larger than 0,5x10- 6 g. It becomes now apparent the
role Electric Propulsion can play in this scenario. In fact, three
basic alternatives are possible to meet the micro-gravity
requirements:
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The first of the three options listed above, would require a
large solar array, which in the case of the MTFF might need an
area of about 310 m2 . The impact of this type of solar array on
the spacecraft cost, configuration and payload mass would be
substantial and might be unacceptable.
As for the second option, the atmospheric drag during each
orbit is shown in Fig. 4. Here we have assumed that during the
eclipse the solar array is in the Earth pointing configuration and
that the atmospheric density is constant This is not strictly true
because of the diurnal density variation. During the sunlight
phase, the solar arrays is in the sun pointing configuration,
while the.thrust vector is kept tangential to the orbit trajectory.
The low thrust and the fine throttling required to
compensate the atmospheric drag make the use of high specific
impulse chemical propulsion systems (like for instance bipropellant systems) debatable, and the only viable solution
appears to be an Electric Propulsion system, which might
provide the required trust level The main characteristics of this
kind of system for the drag compensation of a MTFF type
spacecraft can be defined as summarized in Table 3.

I. To fly with the solar array constantly in the Earth pointing
configuration. In this case the aerodynamic drag is drastically
reduced and a chemical propulsion system might be used. This
solution would require approximately to double the size of the
solar array with a drastic impact in the cost, the payload mass
and the complexity of the spacecraft.
2. To fly the spacecraft at the delivery altitude with the solar
array in the sun pointing configuration and to compensate
continuously the atmospheric drag.
3. To rise the orbit from the delivery altitude to an altitude
where the atmospheric drag is reduced and the orbit decaying
can be compensated by periodical reboost to the original
altitude. The orbit is then lowered to that of the servicing
platform or of the retrieval vehicle after approximately six
months,
These three alternatives represent only the extremes of a
large range of options. Many variations on the theme are
possible, but for the sake of clarity we shall concentrate on the
three strategies presented above.

Table 3

SN

Propulsion system specification

Maximum thrust

300 - 400 mN

Thrusting time per year

5500 hours

Average thrust during operation

200 - 280 mN

Three types of Electric Propulsion system can be proposed
for this type of application.
A Resistojet system. The use of this type of propulsion is
very attractive when used in conjunction with a manned space
station. In this case the waste gases from the space station

.
A\

ECLSS can be used as propellant. The power requirements are

Salso

limited and well within reach of the performance of
moder power supplies.
An Arcjet system. The major concern about the use of an
Arejet system for this propulsive function is the thrusting time,

ECUPSEl

which exceeds, at least for the time being, the lifetime of

Arcjets. About 540 kg of propellant would be required per year
and an average power of 2.5 kW would have to be provided

Max. drag compatible with
microgravity requirements

400

during the thrusting time.

Average drag
in
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An Ion Propulsion system. The use of Ion propulsion
systems for drag compensation is highly attractive. If we
an Ion thruster operating at 3500 s specific impulse,
the total mass of propellant per year would be in the range of
150 kg and the average power about 6.5 kW. In order to
overcome the problem of the long thrusting time, four 200 mN

O

Ion engines could be mounted on the spacecraft. For a three

ECUPSE
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Fig. 4

years mission this would result in a total thrusting time per

.
150

engine of about 8000 hours. This operating time is within the

180

a

reach of the present generation Ion thrusters.
A summary of the performance of the electric propulsion
systems mentioned above is presented in Table 4.

Drag profile with sun-pointing solar array
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Table 4

Continuous drag compensation - Thruster comparison
Resistojet

Arcjet

Ion engine

Specific impulse, s

130

900

3,500

Propellant

carbon dioxide

hydrazine, ammonia

xenon

Specific power, kW/N

1.2

10

25

Propellant mass per year, kg

6,700

970

250

Average power during operation, kW

0.3

2.5

6.5

orbit to the service orbit of 380 km. With the same thrust level
the re-boosting from the 500 to 540 km orbit will last
approximately 3 days.
Because of the relatively large thrust level required by this
mission, Arcjets seem to represent the best solution. With
respect to Ion engines, the power requirements for the same
thrust are lower and within the performance of the solar array
foreseen for MTFF type spacecraft. They are also simpler and
can be operated with Hydrazine as propellant, enhancing the
commonality with other elements of the propulsion system.
Compared to chemical systems they offer substantial benefits in
terms of propellant system mass. We can estimate that in a six
month mission, as the one described above, an Arejet system
can offer a propellant mass saving in the order of 400 kg. This
mass saving will increase even more drastically if the mission
duration is extended beyond six months and more than one
reboost is necessary.
If we now compare the two scenarios analyzed above
(second and third option), we can say that continuous drag
compensation can be achieved with either a Resistojet or an Ion
propulsion system. The major drawback of this mission
strategy is the rather large thrusting time required and therefore
the use of a redundant number of thrusters to be operated in
succession. At system level this option would also require an
ad hoc control system able to measure the spacecraft
acceleration and to compensate it by continuous operation of
the thrusters.

We can therefore say that drag compensation can be
achieved by a Resistojet propulsion system in conjunction with
a manned space station, or, when waste gases are not available,
by an Ion propulsion system. A continuous drag compensation
by chemical propulsion is rather difficult to achieve,
The third option consists of raising the operational altitude
of the spacecraft to 500-540 km. At these altitudes the density
of the residual atmosphere is low and the induced acceleration
is within the micro-gravity limits. As an example of the
application of Electric Propulsion to this type of mission and to
illustrate the possible benefits, we can again consider a MTFF
type spacecraft which is serviced at 380 km altitude and is then
raised to an orbit of 540 km. The orbit altitude is then lowered
under the action of the atmospheric drag down to 500 km, and,
after about 3 months, reboosted to the original altitude of 540
km. After approximately 6 months the spacecraft orbit is
lowered to 380 km for servicing. The typical velocity increment
for this mission with an intermediate reboost after
approximately three months is about 180 m/s (see Table 5). It
is evident that in order to keep the thrusting time within
reasonable limits and to limit the non-operational phases of the
mission, a minimum value of the thrust needs to be established,
If we set the thrust to 2 Newtons, the transfer time from the
380 km orbit to the 540 km orbit amounts to about 11 days.
About seven days are necessary for the final phase of the
mission where the spacecraft is returned from the operational
Table 5

Orbit raising requirements
AV
m/s

Mp
kg

t
hours

Service- to operational orbit

90

Drag-induced lowering

-

Reboost

23

49/48 *

122/60 *

Operational to service-orbit

67

114/123 *

285/158 *

180

376/366 *

940/462*1

Totals

213/195 *

533/244 *
2130

* The two figures separaed by slah refer to thrust levels of 1 N and 2 N respectively
Total thrusting time
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The other option (orbit raising and periodic reboost of the
operational orbit) would require a larger propellant mass
because of the lower specific impulse of the Arcjet system
foreseen as the best choice for this application. The main
advantages with respect to the drag compensation mission
would be the inherent simplicity of the propulsion system and
the lower thrusting time.
This brief review of the mission requirements of space
based micro-gravity laboratory, although based on simple
calculations and rough assumptions, nevertheless highlights the
potential benefits offered by electric propulsion system. In fact
we can draw the conclusion that this type of missions can be
achieved by chemical propulsion systems only by a drastic
reduction of the micro-gravity requirements or by large
propellant masses.

reboosting of manned spacecraft because they can use as
propellant waste gases generated by the ECLSS system.
Orbit raising seems to favour Arcjet systems which offer,
with respect to chemical systems, a higher specific impulse,
and, with respect to ion engines, a higher level of simplicity
and thrust density and a lower specific power. All this makes
Arcjets attractive for such propulsion functions as orbit raising,
which requires relatively large thrust levels in order to be
performed in short times. It is foreseeable that, when higher
power levels will be available in space, Arcjets might be
replaced in this functions by MPD systems.

Conclusions
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